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   Full range of melatonin-regulating sleep glasses.
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    Sleep

   Strong blue light blockers with yellow lenses.
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    Sleep+

   Super strong blue and green light blockers.
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    Prescription

   Sleep glasses with your prescription.
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  	  All

	  Full range of melatonin-regulating sleep glasses.
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  	  Sleep

	  Strong blue light blockers with yellow lenses.
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  	  Sleep+

	  Super strong blue and green light blockers.
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  	  Prescription

	  Sleep glasses with your prescription.
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        Running

   Super lightweight and won't bounce or fog.
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    Cycling

   Superior clarity and protection from wind, rain and sun.
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    Triathlon

   Seamlessly switch from water to road.
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    Active

   A range of glasses made for outdoor activity.
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	  Super lightweight and won't bounce or fog.
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  	  Cycling

	  Superior clarity and protection from wind, rain and sun.
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  	  Triathlon

	  Seamlessly switch from water to road.
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  	  Active

	  A range of glasses made for outdoor activity.
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        Blue light

   Improve focus with protection from eye strain.
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    Prescription

   Add your prescription to our blue light glasses.
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    Sun

   Polarised sunglasses made from premium acetate.
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    Sun prescription

   Add prescription to our polarised sunglasses.
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  	  Blue light

	  Improve focus with protection from eye strain.
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  	  Prescription

	  Add your prescription to our blue light glasses.
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  	  Sun

	  Polarised sunglasses made from premium acetate.
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  	  Sun prescription

	  Add prescription to our polarised sunglasses.
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        Eyewear made to make you excel
Peak performance begins with recovery. Built for the modern athlete.





















   Performance Eyewear
 
Ultra lightweight, no-bounce frames fitted with NyTrex® lens technology.
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   Hydro Racer
   €110
  




              
in sunrise with bluein sunrise with blackin sunrise with pink
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   Hydro Racer
   €110
  




              
in jade with blackin jade with goldin jade with green
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   Cloud Bubble
   €115
  




              
in onyx with blackin onyx with bluein onyx with rose gold
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   Cloud Bubble
   €115
  




              
in glacier with pinkin glacier with bluein glacier with black
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   Aero Rise
   €115
  




              
in alpine with bluein alpine with blackin alpine with pink
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   Aero Rise
   €115
  




              
in flare with blackin flare with redin flare with rose gold
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   Synth Drift
   €115
  




              
in dragonfruit with pinkin dragonfruit with rose goldin dragonfruit with black
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   Synth Drift
   €115
  




              
in nautic with blackin nautic with pinkin nautic with blue
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   Gravel Phantom
   €120
  




              
in matte with bluein matte with blackin matte with gold
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   Gravel Phantom
   €120
  




              
in bahama with redin bahama with blackin bahama with blue
    


   





  
 Shop performance










         

   
                  NyTrex® lenses Every pair of performance glasses comes equipped with superior fog-proof NyTrex® lenses. Made from nylon, they're built to withstand impact yet remain incredibly lightweight. Nylon lenses provide 50% better visibility than regular sunglasses.
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  ...and as the day's exertions are done, we're ready for the restorative embrace of night...
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                  Recovery lenses Training doesn't start and end outside. Modern habits mean our circadian rhythm can sometimes fall out of sync, limiting sleep quality. Block artificial light before bedtime with the most powerful blue and green light blocking eyewear.

 
                    Shop recovery














  Recovery and focus collections
 Varying strengths of artificial light blocking eyewear for day and night
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 Focus
 Virtually clear lenses to mitigate eye-strain caused by screen use during the day.

 
            Shop focus
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 Sleep
 Strong blue light glasses to be worn in the evening yet maintain good visibility away from screen.
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 Sleep+
 High-performance lenses that block blue and green wavelengths but limit visibility away from screen.

 
            Shop sleep+
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        tag @everambr in your videos and we'll send you a special gift 😎
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    Eyewear collections
 	Active sunglasses

	Sleep glasses

	Melatonin glasses

	Blue light glasses

	Prescription Sunglasses




   By sport
 	Cycling glasses

	Running glasses

	Triathlon glasses

	Performance sunglasses

	Glasses for exercise

	Glasses for hiking




   Information
 	Join Affiliate Program

	About

	Contact Us

	FAQ

	Reglaze Glasses
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